First-Line Treatment of Metastatic Bladder Cancer: The Surrender of the Last Chemotherapy Battalion
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Short communication
Bladder cancer is a frequent neoplasia ranking 10th most common in the world, with more than 573,000 new cases diagnosed annually. Their majority are diagnosed at an early stage, but approximately 50% of patients who undergo surgery will experience disease recurrence and 20% develop metastatic disease [1]. Although the objective response of 50 to 70% seen with chemotherapy alone in the first-line setting, the poor durability of responses presents a major challenge in metastatic disease approach [2].

Despite the progress in personalized therapy with either targeted therapies, Immune Check point Inhibitors (ICIs) or Antibody-Drug Conjugates (ADC), the standard of care in fit patients remains platinum-based chemotherapy for first-line treatment of advanced or metastatic urothelial cancers, for 4 to 6 cycles [3]. Current treatment recommendations divided these patients to either cisplatin eligible or carboplatin eligible where chemotherapy with Gemcitabine plus Cisplatin (GC) or ddMVAC (dose dense Methotrexate- Vinblastine- Adriamycine- Cisplatine) are recommended in the first setting and Gemcitabine plus carboplatin in the second setting respectively [4].

Until recently, all the temptations to replace chemo-only-therapy in fit patients failed. Three well conducted phase III trials failed to prove any additive benefit by adding ICIs such as Atezolizumab, Pembrolizumab or Durvalumab to standard chemotherapy [5-7]. Nevertheless, adding Avelumab as a switch maintenance therapy after platinum-based chemotherapy in responding patients has enhanced PFS and OS [8]. However, and only in unfit platinum-patients, ICIs alone, or in combination with ADC were approved as better alternatives to chemotherapy, with acceptable efficacy and safety following single arm phase II trials. Pembrolizumab monotherapy or Atezolizumab monotherapy were both approved in 2017 in cisplatin unfit patients with a subsequent restriction to PD-L1 positive patients [9]. Also, the combination of Enfortumab Vedotin plus Pembrolizumab was approved in April 2023, in this same setting [10].

Two surprising press releases were announced recently. The first one on July 11, 2023 showed that nivolumab in combination with cisplatin-based chemotherapy followed by nivolumab maintenance showed statistically significant benefits in OS and PFS compared to standard-of-care cisplatin-based combinations as a first-line treatment for patients who are eligible for cisplatin-based chemotherapy, according to checkmate 901 [10].

The second announcement was done in September 22, 2023, revealing that the combination of Enfortumab Vedotin and Pembrolizumab significantly improve OS and PFS in patients with previously untreated advanced bladder cancer who are eligible for cisplatin or carboplatin-containing chemotherapy regardless of PD-L1 status, according to the phase III EV-302 [11].
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These two unexpected early news are capable to remove chemo-only-therapy from the throne of first-line care of fit patients with metastatic or advanced bladder cancer especially after their presentation at the current ESMO meeting. This will end an era of more than thirty years of free chemotherapy govern, starting by MVAC and followed afterward by GC and ddMVAC [12].

After unveiling the details of both studies CM-901 and EV-302, we expect a subsequent health authorities' approval that will change our treatment-decision algorithm once more in advanced and metastatic bladder cancer.

Finally, with all the ongoing trials aiming at placing newer drugs such as ICI, ADCs or targeted therapy in the first line setting of metastatic bladder cancer, chemotherapy might even ultimately end up losing its last pivotal role as a standard of care in the treatment of neoadjuvant operable bladder cancer.
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